
10 data formats.
100 layers.

1,000 tasks.

10,000
customers.

How do you bring it all together?

1 complete mapping
and GIS system.

www.autodesk.com/mapping-gis

Solutions for Mapping and GIS

 



Your mapping and GIS work covers a lot of ground. Autodesk® solutions for

mapping and GIS put you in control, with the industry’s best data interopera-

bility and the only fully integrated toolset for managing your assets from 

planning through construction and maintenance. You get all the technologies

and services you need to create, maintain, analyze, present, and distribute 

precise mapping data. So you can make fast and informed decisions and create

operational efficiencies that save time and money.

Get the Best Mapping and 

GIS Tools for the Job

More than 1.4 million customers choose

Autodesk solutions for mapping and GIS.Why? It

starts with software that makes it easy to create

precise, database-driven spatial data without

data conversion, and to import, integrate, and

edit a wide range of native-format GIS and engi-

neering data with no data loss.You can query

and analyze the data across multiple files, then

instantly update the information and deliver it to

those who need it—by Internet, intranet, or

mobile devices—anywhere, anytime. Plus the

simple GIS interface requires no programming

expertise and little training.

Make the Most of Your Data Investment

It’s your data. But when you convert it from one

electronic data format or coordinate system to

another, or rely on paper to store or communi-

cate the information, you’re draining money,

time, and accuracy out of your organization.

By contrast, Autodesk solutions enable you to

quickly use the best available GIS mapping and

engineering data without losing accuracy and

precision. You gain the ability to read and write

GIS data directly to and from ESRI® formats and

many others, leverage your investment in

Oracle® database technology (including Oracle®

Spatial and Oracle® Locator), and exploit the

powerful connections that exist between your

GIS and CAD data. So no matter what software

created the data, which format or database the

data resides in, or which task comes next—if

you want to work more efficiently and prof-

itably, use Autodesk solutions to get the best

return on your data investment.

We’re with You Every Step of the Way 



We’ll pull in an ESRI®

Shapefile, edit it in Autodesk
Map® software, then export
it as a Shapefile because
editing in ArcGIS is kind of 
a pain.

—Joan Rickard

Information Systems 

Analyst 

City of Walnut Creek

California

Meet Every Infrastructure 

Lifecycle Challenge

Autodesk solutions for mapping and GIS 

provide a complete set of features for each

mapping purpose. Everything from thematic

and precision mapping to spatial 2D and 3D

analysis. From raster image manipulation and

database querying to the ability to publish

print-quality maps on both web-based and

mobile devices.

Create, Import, and Edit the Data You Need

Take advantage of a variety of flexible tools to

build your project with precise and accurate

data. You can create precise maps using coordi-

nate geometry (COGO), clean up your map data

and automatically prepare topology with edit-

ing tools such as rubbersheeting and edge and

boundary trimming, and attach attribute infor-

mation in Object Data or SQL tables while digi-

tizing. To heighten the impact of your maps

with real-world imagery, such as scanned draw-

ings and aerial photographs, you can manipu-

late and integrate raster data, improve the qual-

ity of scanned images with image processing

tools, and convert geometry and hand-printed

text. Your Autodesk solution supports more

than 3,000 global coordinate systems right out

of the box. So open a dozen or more files—in

multiple formats and projections—and edit the

data all at once. There’s no hassle or data loss.

Integrate, Analyze, and Display 

the Results You Want

Autodesk solutions for mapping and GIS inter-

operate smoothly with a number of data for-

mats and databases, including the enhanced

location features in Oracle® Database 10g. Your

Autodesk solution supports both Oracle Spatial

and Oracle Locator, enabling fast, dependable

exchange of graphics and attributes. Multifile,

thematic queries help you study your spatial

data to gain the insights that underlie your best

work. Object classification tools identify, define,

and manage data more easily—you can anno-

tate objects and display properties and geo-

metric values without running a separate query.

You can also view and orbit 3D digital terrain

maps, drape other raster data over terrains, even

create custom animations. What-if scenarios

reveal trends and patterns that help you 

manage infrastructure and better understand

customer, business, and marketplace demo-

graphics. Finally, you can produce high-quality

printed plots, interactive maps, map books,

and thematic displays to help speed project

approval, streamline operations, and improve

customer service.



Access Information and Manage Assets

Remotely, Publish to the Web

Connect your entire team using web and

mobile GIS technologies, online collaboration

services, and DWF™ (Design Web Format™) files,

which make it easy to share data with team

members, streamline data maintenance, and

reduce data distribution costs. Publish live GIS

data anytime, anywhere, putting up-to-date

information in front of the people who need it,

when they need it. Your ability to efficiently use

current, integrated asset data—digital mapping

and engineering design data as well as critical

operations information—streamlines your busi-

ness operations and promotes quick, informed

decision making in the office and the field. The

result: you create operating efficiencies, serve

your customers better, and reduce expenses so

profits rise.

You can simultaneously connect multiple data

sources in centralized or local online locations,

depending on your organization’s requirements,

and securely deliver data wirelessly or over the

Internet or your intranet to your employees and

customers—no waiting. You can store, track, and

share all types of GIS or CAD data, simplifying

planning and data management for each team

member. Redline and markup tools make it easy

to display notes and measurements recorded in

the field, incorporate them into your central

database, and exchange the information with

other users. Unlock the power of spatial data

contained in massive database repositories, cre-

ating visually appealing web applications that

address the needs of facility and asset manage-

ment, marketing, finance, and numerous other

business drivers.

Get More from Your Software

Autodesk Consulting offers services that can

help you streamline your business processes

and get the best possible return on your invest-

ment in Autodesk technology. Visit us at

www.autodesk.com/consulting.

Autodesk® Subscription is the easiest way to

keep your design tools and learning up to date.

For an annual fee you get the latest versions of

your licensed Autodesk software, web support

direct from Autodesk, self-paced training

options, and a broad range of other technology

and business benefits. For more information,

contact your Autodesk Authorized Reseller or

visit www.autodesk.com/subscription.

By doing a full, multi-
department implemen-
tation, we had CAD-GIS
integration on half a
dozen projects simulta-
neously. It’s been amaz-
ing for our engineers.

—Gavin Schrock

Professional Land 

Surveyor

Seattle Public Utilities

There is no need to do a
lot of data conversion or
reformatting because
Autodesk MapGuide®
loves ESRI data!

—Jack Lloyd 

GIS Manager

Pima County

Arizona
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